Jayl De Lara

by Roanna Dunsford & Amber-Rose May

You have been handpicked as a flower from the fields above
You shine, you shimmer you fly like a dove.
You pursue the faith of happiness through everyday life.
You love, you share you hold passion and strife.
We honour your immense strength, your pride your love and joy that flickers through the waves and
dashes through the clouds.
Like a shining knight in armour as your stride through the ocean, up the mountains and through the
forest you return with such welcoming from the crowds.
Your music hits the ears of many and passes through the veins of all, with such energy that gives us
electricity through our bones sending vibrations all around.
It is the pinprick of a needle, a whistle in the wind that allows us to hear that pure honesty in each
lyric and sound.
We want to take the time to thank you for everything you do, as we know all of what we have said
is true.
That kind hearted soul that is deep within, gives such love to us and now we would like to give
some back to you.
A warrior, a friend and soul mate; an angel - someone who is lit up by the sun and dazzles under the
night sky,
The universe should have more people like you, like the brisk breeze of the wind you can capture
the essence of a true character as they pass by.
A completed jigsaw puzzle, a seed underground, a voice that is passed from one to the next, as soul
mates we are bound.
The essence of your laugh and the purity of your smile should be shared throughout.
As we know that you are special, that we have no doubt about.
So Jayl these words are dedicated from our hearts, throughout the whole of this poem listen to the
words and breathe in the love.
Happiness we share as you inspire.
We hold gratitude to you, as many would understand how much we desire.
So let you fly, like the eagle you are, the shining star that will never be far.
Happy Birthday Jayl – love you.
We thank you, we truly do.
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